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kwasimav does not seem to be indefinite;but I will leave the matterthere, particularlysince G

effectively ignoresdefinitenesswhen it comes to quantifyingtopic continuity.Nonetheless, I think
that when the term 'definite'figuresin categorydistinctions,some clear statementshouldbe made
of what it means.3
(d) Cooreman'spaper on Chamorro,in additionto confirmingthe trends in topic-continuity
markingestablishedelsewherein the book, includesan interestingcomparisonof voice constructions. The ANTIPASSIVEis used in backgrounding-it

topicalizes the agent, and if the affected

participantis present, it will typicallybe new and often non-referential.The ERGATIVEis used in
foregrounding;it codes highly topical agents with low lookback and high persistence, whereas
affected participantshave low topicality.The -um- constructioncodes equallytopical agents and
affecteds. In the -in- PASSIVE, affecteds are more topical than the singularidentifiedagents with
which they mostlyoccur;nevertheless,these agentsare moretopicalthanthe actualor understood
pluralagents of the ma- PASSIVE,which is normallyagentless. This is the most passive of all these
constructions,being the converse of the antipassive.

TCD is a useful handbook.My serious complaintis that it fails to bridgethe
gap between the formalindicatorsof referentcontinuity,whose cross-language
characteristicsare so clearly demonstrated,and our intuitions of 'aboutness'
which lead to recognitionof the discourse topic or theme of a text. I must also
comment on the abysmalproofreading:there are literallyhundredsof irritating
typos, plus other evidence of carelessness. Thus the discussion of Japanese
texts on pp. 64-65 refers to examples not printedin the book. E.g., 'Examine,
for instance, A72 in which the verbal kawaisoo da "is pitiful" occurs': there
is no A72. 'Similarly, the fact that kiita "heard" in A44 requires ...': there is
an A44 (p. 89) which reads aa, soo ka 'ah so QU(Oh really).'
Hinds defines only some of his abbreviations,but G explains NONE of his.
Some minorinconsistenciesalso exist in G's translationsfrom Ute; cf. p. 155,
ex. 37, with p. 202. In Table 15 (p. 123) the third column should be headed
'Without-i'; for Chart5 (p. 193)divide the verticalaxis by ten. It seems likely
that, on p. 359, 'see Table VIII below' should refer to Table VII above. And
so on. These are not substantialfaults, especially in an exploratoryhandbook
of this kind; but it would be an even better book with fewer of them.
[Received14May 1986.]
What people say they do with words:Prolegomenato an empirical-conceptual
approachto linguisticaction. By JEFVERSCHUEREN.
(Advances in discourse
processes, 14.) Norwood, NJ: Ablex, 1985. Pp. x, 265. Cloth $35.00, paper
$22.95.
Reviewed by GREGURBAN, University of Texas, Austin
to refer to itself
Among the functions of language are the METALINGUISTIC,
as a structure, as in glossing, and the METAPRAGMATIC,
to refer to its own use,
as in reported speech. Corresponding to these functions is their crystallization
in a formal apparatus of metalinguistic and metapragmatic DEVICES,
which occurs in varying degrees and ways in different languages. Verschueren's book
3 Brownidentifieskindsof definitenessin the followingparentheses:'The drinks(previousmention) came. The glasses (knowledgeof world)were drippingwith condensation... Bond thought
of the London(restriction)he had left the day (restriction)before' (337).
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is intendedas a contributionto the study of metapragmaticdevices: the words
and idiomatic phrases, in English and Dutch, that are used to talk about the
uses of speech.
As the iconic title indicates, V has his sights set upon the philosophical
traditionof speech act theoryassociatedwith J. Austin andJ. Searle. He scorns
that traditionas a 'prodigiousexcrescence from the body of languagestudies'
(p. 5); yet he is mesmerizedby its terminology. In the performativeverbs of
English, Austin and Searlefound a window to the language/worldrelationship,
and they built a philosophicalsystem aroundit. Througha comparativestudy
of words and phrases, in which it can be seen how languagesdifferentiallyand
similarlycrystallize metapragmaticfunction, V hopes to triangulatean understandingof what people do with words.
Yet it would be incorrectto characterizeV's work as philosophical;instead,
it is a product of the linguistic/anthropological
traditionthat has developed at
an
of
Berkeley, outgrowth cognitiveanthropologyandlexical semantics. Working with some of its more innovativeconcepts (e.g. prototype,basic-level term,
scene, and frame), V endeavors to apply its methods to the problems of how
languageis used. Indeed, the last chapter, 'Basic linguisticaction verbs', is an
outline of how the projectdescribedin the classic Basic color termsof B. Berlin
& P. Kay (Universityof CaliforniaPress, 1969)could be translatedinto a study
of metapragmaticverbs. V's book is dividedinto three parts: 'Theoreticaland
methodologicalpreliminaries',laying bare the problemsin speech act theory,
and showing how they could be remedied through comparativelexical (and
phrasal)semanticanalysis; 'Four exploratoryexercises', constitutingthe main
empiricalcontributionof the work; and 'Theoreticaland methodologicalepilogue', reviewingthe empiricalresults and outlininga furtherapproachon the
Berlin & Kay model.
Methodologically,two aspects of V's work are worthyof note. First, in additionto monomorphemiclexemes, he examinesidiomaticand partiallyidiomaticphrases-to beat aroundthe bush,
to seal one's lips, to pull someone's leg. Since V has arbitrarily excluded nouns and other non-

'verbials' from consideration,this extension is puzzling. He justifies it by claimingthat these
'complex lexicalizations',like simple lexemes, reflect 'conceptualizationhabits' (32); and it is in
these habits that he is interested.In other words, his concern is with what mightbe called 'folk
theories'of languageuse. But thenwhy does he limitthe studyto phrases,whenconceptualizations
of languageuse are also reflectedin broaderpatternsof speaking?Of course, the methodologyin
that case would be whollydifferent.Second, V criticizesandfinallyrejectsclassic featureanalysis
in favorof whathe calls 'semanticdimensioncomparison'.The dimensionsreferredto aregradable
variableswithrespectto whichlexemesandphrasescan be compared-e.g. degreesof 'directivity',
durationof silence, and illocutionaryforce of lying. Unfortunately,these dimensionsare as problematic as the older features,and their actual selection seems ad hoc.
The 'empirical/conceptual'
core of the workis foundin the four chaptersof PartII, in which V
attempts to analyse subsets of English/Dutchlexicon and idiomaticphrase inventory. Chap. 3
considers the metapragmaticdevices for talkingabout silence; Chap. 4, the devices pertainingto
lying; Chap. 5, those concernedwith directingor commanding;and Chap. 6, aspects of language
use for which there are no correspondingmetapragmaticdevices.
The lexical/phrasalsubsets themselves are unmotivatedwith respect to any language-internal
analysis of English or Dutch. Nevertheless, they make sense from the viewpoint of speech act
theory and the questionsit poses. Thus, in Chap.3, V is concernedwith the verbatacendi,verbal
phrases serving metapragmatically
to refer to the absence of speech (to be silent, to seal one's
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lips, to keep one's trap shut). These devices highlighta curious aspect of the language/world
relationship:discourseas zero sign. Such phrasespoint to the absence of discourseas itself a sign
vehicle. In Chap. 6, V takes up the problemof 'forgottenroutines', linguisticinteractions(e.g.
saying God bless you) for which correspondingmetapragmaticdevices are lacking. Althoughhe
offers a seemingly circularexplanationfor this lack ('the gaps ... are due to the low cognitive
salience of the correspondingacts', 204), his observationsare intriguing.However, this poses a
problem for V's own method. He proposes to investigate empiricallyhow differentlanguages
construe the language/worldrelationship.However, in the case of these gaps, the languagedoes
NOT actually construethe relationship-which is, rather,conceptualizedby the investigator,who
then looks for the gaps in the metapragmaticsystem. In fact, V is not faithfulto his own assertions
about the 'unity of concept and practice'.

The more generalquestionposed by a criticalreflectionon V's work is: What
is the significance of the crystallizationof metapragmaticfunction in lexical
and phrasal devices? Intuitively, it seems always possible for a language,
throughdirect quotation, to reprise an instance of languageuse-or, through
extended discourse, to describe it. The pragmaticmeaning of an original utterance can thus be communicatedmetapragmaticallyto any degree of delicacy
(short of that which dependsupon havingactuallybeen in the originalcontext).
The realization and institutionalizationof such metapragmaticdiscourse is a
proper object for ethnographicdescription.But what is the significanceof the
fact that a given language has LEXICALIZED
some particular metapragmatic

description?
This is in some measure an empiricalquestion. We would need to examine
the pragmaticfunctions of the metapragmaticdevices, in order to determine
for what purposes native speakers use them. This cannot be accomplished
throughthe lexical approachitself, but requiresexaminingactual instances of
language use; but Verschueren did not make this his task. Had he actually
followed up the Berlin & Kay approachwhich he proposes, his book might
have been a majorcontribution.As it stands, it is only a preliminaryattemptalbeit one suggestingsome of the possibilities of a comparativeethnosemantic
approachto speech act theory.
[Received14August1986.]

The social construction of literacy. Edited by JENNYCOOK-GUMPERZ.
(Studies

in interactionalsociolinguistics, 3.) Cambridge:University Press, 1986. Pp.
x, 248. Cloth $37.50, paper $13.95.
Reviewed by SUZANNESCOLLON,
Haines, Alaska

Linguistswould do well these days to pay attentionto the currentlyperceived
'literacy crisis' and its historicalroots, since the entire phenomenonis at least
partly a consequence of linguisticactivity. As descriptionswrittenby linguists
turn into the prescriptivegrammartaught in schools, they come to affect the
spoken languageof citizens. This book contributesto an understandingof the
historical process by which literacy became associated with schooling, as well
as the interactionalprocesses by which schooled literacy is inculcatedin modern classrooms. It attemptsto focus on 'what is perhapsone of the most urgent

